Lapita is an ornate style of pottery found at archaeological sites in Oceania (Spriggs 1990) . Sherds in this style have been unearthed on islands located in a wide arc of the southwestern Pacific, from Aitape on the Sepik coast of New Guinea and stretching all the way eastward to Fiji, Tonga, and Samoa (Green 1994) . In the 196Os, when the style was given its name, no one appears to have anticipated that Lapita would be 'a hot source of debate' (Bellwood & Koon 1989: 613) in the decades ahead. Lapita pottery was quickly associated with the settlement of the Pacific by Malayo-Polynesian (i.e. Austronesian) speakers (Suggs 1960) ; it was judged to have been created by migrants from Southeast Asia; and it was soon identified as the hallmark -the index fossil -of 'the ancestral cultural complex kom which Polynesian culture was derived' (Green 1973: 332; 1974) . As Matthew Spriggs (1984: 203) once summarized the argument, this initial interpretation of Lapita pottery required 'a fairly direct transfer of culture, genes and language from Island Southeast Asia'.
Although this reading of Lapita still has its advocates, nowadays perhaps more numerous outside Pacific archaeological circles than inside, objections have been raised against this straightforward assessment of Lapita's place in prehistory, Lapita as an empirical phenomenon is poorly known and reported in the literature; for the most part, its associations (i.e. Lapita as a 'cultural complex') are also poorly known; interpretations of Lapita have outstripped the actual data available: and 'far from Lapita being a basically intrusive Southeast Asian cultural complex, its form and much of its content may have developed in the northwest Melanesian area' (Spriggs 1984: 222-3) .
Scholars working in other parts of the world may wonder what difference it makes if the Lapita style was imported from Asia or developed locally in Melanesia, or if it is the hallmark of a true cultural complex. Getting Lapita's origins and place in prehistory right, however, are not just parochial concerns. As Sherratt (1993: 1 2 6 ) has said, the spatial scale of phenomena such as the Bell Beaker culture or the Lapita complex renders inadequate any methodology based solely on case-studies that privilege local understanding at the expense of wider settings. One of the oldest debates in science is about whether events and processes that we see going on around us are sufficient to explain the character of large-scale phenomena. Some would say that the colonization of a region as big as Oceania requires abnormal explanations: solutions that are qualitatively different from those used by historians and other social scientists to account for patterns of diversity among contemporary or historic people. But was the Lapita phenomenon as remarkable as some say? Here we construct three qualitative models to illustrate how competing interpretations of Lapita differ. We have some new data to present. But we find that the major difference among
Temporal geography
The expression temporal geography is unorthodox. Geography is normally said to be about the study of spatial rather than temporal phenomena. The expression also sounds like a play on the more conventional phrase locational geography which is -or was back when the 'new geography' was new and positivism was still fashionable -about the geography of things in one, two or three dimensions (Haggett 1966) . In this essay, we want the resemblance to be more than a play on words. Experience teaches us that our world has four -not just one, two or three -dimensions. Measuring and modelling the patterning of social activities, the movements of people, and the diffusion of ideas, traits and practices in space and time have long been of interest to sociologists as well as geographers (Gel1 1992) . Archaeologists know geography is not static. The natural world and the constructed landscapes that people create are ever changing. Therefore -in words that may pass muster in our post-modern world -let us say temporal geography is about the ways in which we conceptualize and study the history and inter-relationships of things in the four dimensions of space-time.
These kinds of understandings are sometimes labelled paradigms or worldviews. An obvious paradigm of temporal geography is the Biblical story of the Garden of Eden and its modern counterpart, cosmological theories of a primordial Big Bang (Hawking 1988) . There are key similarities between these views of space, time and history. The beginning of things in both cases is said to have started at a single point in time and space, although the dimensions and original conditions critical to each understanding are markedly dissimilar. History is accountable as the movement of created things away from that place and time of origin. History, like Janus, has two faces. Movement through time and space is evidenced by change or transformation away from the original state or conditions of existence. Yet history is marked by the preservation of the substance of creation. All that exists is descended from what once existed. Movement through time and space is unbroken. The essence, force or energy of creation is conserved as well as transformed.
While subtleties are lost in so doing, these several conceptual elements can be reduced to four: Origins: Time is thought to run back in an unbroken line from the present to the day and place of creation. Movement: History tells us of the movement of things through space and time away kom that centre of creation. Descent: Descent is the preservation of our continuities with the past. Change: Change is the transformation of the original force or substance of life through movement away from the centre of origin, through the endless cycle of births and deaths, and through the adaptation of living things to their local circumstances. Reducing the Garden of Eden and the Big Bang theory of creation down to these four constituent parameters reveals how other conceptions of temporal geography may be isomorphic with such intellectual constructions. Diffusion and migration are commonly said to be different because the 'actual mechanics of movement' differ (Adams et a1. 1978: 486) . Certainly a difference in mechanics can be important. And scholars who think similar assemblages of artefacts and other kinds of materials 'may be said to comprise a culturally homogeneous population or people' (Rouse 1986: 3) may favour migrational theories over diffusionist explanations. Structurally, however, the parameters of disagreement among these four conceptions may be quite narrow (Adams et d. 1978) .
The riddle of Lapita
In 1960 Robert C. Suggs (1960: 70) reported in The island civilizations of Polynesia 'some unusual pottery' with stamped and incised decorations which had been recently excavated in southern Melanesia at a locality in New Caledonia called Lapita (site 13). He noted that this distinctive type of pottery was also showing up at archaeological sites in the Fiji Islands. By then, in fact, Lapita pottery had been discovered also on small Watom Island in the Bismarck Archipelago and in the Tongan Islands east of Fiji (Gifford & Shutler 1956 ).
Fiji, New Caledonia and the Bismarcks are all in the cultural territory conventionally labelled 'Melanesia' (Black Islands) on maps of the Pacific. The Fiji Islands are usually thought
to be the most easterly outpost of dark-skinned Melanesians in the Pacific. Most maps make the western side of the great triangle connecting Hawaii, Easter Island and New Zealandthe famous 'Polynesian triangle' -skirt around Fiji so that the lighter-skinned Tongans and Samoans are inside the triangle but Fijians are not. Thus by 1960 Lapita pottery had turned u p not only in Melanesia but also in Polynesia.
Jack Golson proposed that the discovery of Lapita sherds on both sides of the dividing line between Polynesia and Melanesia indicated that this conventional boundary needed to be rethought. Evidently some kind of continuity or 'early community of culture' ancestral to the historic cultures of Polynesia had reached Fiji and Tonga before the 'Melanesian cultures' of Melanesia had got as far as Fiji (Golson 1961: 176) . As Roger Green rephrased this observation i n 1966: 'it is only with the intrusion o f . . .
later Melanesian cultural traditions into island groups of eastern Melanesia such as New Caledonia, Fiji, and Lau, probably around the 1st century BC, that one is able to draw a distinct boundary between Polynesia and Melanesia' (1968: 106) .
This way of looking at Lapita's geographic distribution in the Pacific implies that this pottery has more to tell us about Polynesians than about Melanesians (Kirch & Weisler 1994; Smith 1995) . Is this true? Consider the following. With the exception of Tonga (and Samoa, where Lapita pottery has also turned up), Lapita is not really Polynesian pottery. Instead, Lapita is Melanesian pottery par excellence, or as the archaeologist Jean Kennedy once wrote, Lapita has 'a Melanesian distribution with a Polynesian extension' (1982: 24) . Yet some link Lapita not only with ancestral Polynesians in Tonga and Samoa but also with early southeast Asia pottery-making and the inferred Asian homeland of not only the Polynesians but of all Austronesian-speaking peoples (Bellwood 1975; 1978a; 197813; Brace & Hinton 1981; Shutler & Marck 1975; Solheim 1964 (1978) , the first textbook on Pacific archaeology, Bellwood argued that Lapita pottery shows us that a number of highly mobile Austronesian-speaking groups of sea-borne colonists and explorers had expanded rapidly through Melanesia and on into Polynesia about 1300 BC (1978a: 244) . Furthermore, 'we may accept that an immediate origin for Lapita lies somewhere in the Philippines or north-eastern Indonesia, between 2000 and 1300 BC, and the general locality should be pinned down more thoroughly in the near future' (Bellwood 1978a: 247; also 1993: 158) . He foresaw, nonetheless, that the Austronesian expansion into Melanesia 'was by no means a simple matter, and the initial migration which introduced the languages ancestral to the present Oceanic subgroup [of Austronesian languages] may well have taken place some 5000 years ago' (Bellwood 1978a: 244; 1978a: 255; but see Bellwood 198913: 25) .
Bellwood has not been alone in favouring this solution. The claim that Asian migrants now and then swept over the Pacific Islands is not new. Back when even physical anthropologists thought human beings had once come in the primal colours of white, black, brown, red and yellow, there seemed to be no other way to explain why Polynesians may look different in their appearance from Melanesians. But as Bellwood (1997a: 22) noted recently, 'as far as Lapita is concerned, my own view, and that of many other archaeologists including Patrick Kirch of the University of California at Berkeley, is that the Lapita culture represents the Austronesian-speaking Neolithic populations that colonized Oceania (Melanesia, Micronesia, and Polynesia) beginning ca. 1500 BC'. And Matthew Spriggs has similarly written that if one had been 'set down in a settlement on Taiwan, Timor, Manus and perhaps even Tonga in 3000 BP one would find oneself in the same cultural milieu ' (1989: 608; also Gosden & Pavlides 1994 ). His conclusion: while the causes for the intrusion from southeast Asia remain obscure, the Lapita cultural complex must have entered Melanesia as a 'physical migration' of people from southeast Asian whose success 'may have been due to the demographic advantages imparted by an integrated animal husbandry and agricultural economy in an area previously inhabited by low-density hunter-gatherer or lowintensity horticultural groups' (Spriggs 1996b: 342) .
In outline, therefore, here are general elements of this kind of solution to the riddle of Lapita:
STAGE I
Temporal episode: The first Melanesians got to the Pacific from southeast Asia long before the ancestors of the Polynesians. (In this solution to the riddle, people in Australia and the highlands of Papua New Guinea are seen as relict human populations whose ancestors were not touched by the Lapita expansion; they are the purest living descendants of people who once roamed widely in island southeast Asia -so Australians and New Guineans comprise temporal as well as geographic populations; see Chen et al. 1992; Nei & Takezaki 1996.) Geographic result: Once in the Pacific, these darkskinned pioneers had little or no contact with people back in southeast Asia (evidently because they were hunter-gatherers).
STAGE I1
Temporal episode: Sometime after 4000 years ago, a migration (Bellwood 1978a: 255; 1989b; Kirch & Weisler 1994; Spriggs 1996b : 339) of lighterskinned pottery-using horticultural people from Asia broke through the remoteness of Melanesia. Geographic result: Directly through intermarriage, or indirectly through cultural diffusion, these foreign colonists established Neolithic arts as well as the Austronesian languages in the Pacific (Bellwood 1992: 50) .
STAGE I11
Temporal episode: Sooner or later some of these migrants got as far as Polynesia without intermarrying significantly with Melanesians (Bellwood 1978a: 255). (Green 1974: 254 ; also Green 1973: 3321. Readers will note that this answer to the riddle has a familiar ring. While nowadays Bellwood, Spriggs and others are somewhat equivocal on the status of pre-Lapita economic and cultural achievements in the Pacific (e.g. Bellwood 1989a: 22, 39; 1991; Loy et al. 1992; Spriggs 1989: 609; 1993a; b; 1996b: 342) , this is a well-known stadia1 model (Groube 1967) of cultural evolution customized for Oceania. land for Lapita and -by extension of their argument [White 1979: 372-4 (White et al. 1978: 878) . Here at one and the same time, they said, was evidence both for pre-Lapita settlement in the southwestern Pacific and also for the claim 'that the wide-ranging cultural phenomenon of Lapita pottery manufacture and the long-distance movement of obsidian grew out of already existing conditions'. In short, the Balof evidence supported 'a gradualist model of island Melanesian settlement rather than an abrupt settlement by pottery-making horticulturalists'. Two years later White & Allen published an overview of archaeological research in Melanesia. In light of Green's (1979: 45) recently published hypothesis that Lapita as a cultural complex had been developed in the Bismarck Archipelago apparently by people from island southeast Asia, they wrote (White &Allen 1980: 733) Gosden 1991) . Perhaps in response to some of the project's collaborators who argued emphatically after the project was over that a homeland for Lapita in the Bismarcks is unlikely (Allen 1991; Kirch 1987; 1988c; Kirch et al. 1991; Spriggs 1993a Like the first solution favouring an Asian homeland for Lapita, this second model takes it more or less for granted that people in Melanesia were isolated from people in southeast Asia until local developments within the Bismarck Archipelago reached the point where people there were able to acquire technologies, such as the art of pottery-making, from outside sources (Allen 1984: 194) . And nearly everyone agrees nowadays -regardless of which solution they favour -that Lapita as a distinctive pottery style was developed by people in the Bismarck Archipelago (Allen 1984: 194; Bellwood 1992; Green 1994: 36; Irwin 1992: 36; Kirch 1997: 52, 142-3; Spriggs 1984: 206; 1989: 607 
EVOLVING CIRCUMSTANCES
Temporal: Therefore, people in the southwest Pacific had time before the advent of Lapita some 3500 years ago to master 'the problems of surviving in the island world of the Bismarck Archipelago' (Allen 1991: 7) . Geographic: Their mastery was skilful enough that these Melanesians must have come increasingly in contact with other groups farther to the west.
RESULT
Temporal: Consequently there is no need to argue that Lapita shows us the rapid spread of Austronesian-speaking colonists out of southeast Asia 'streaming eastwards and bearing their superior technology, social organization and subsistence modes towards a Polynesia-to-be' (1991: 1) . Geographic: 'Such contacts would have facilitated the flow of materials, technologies and people in both directions ' (1991: 7; also Allen 1996: 26).
I n short, 'the human history of the region may for the most part be economically explained in terms of local development. This is not to deny westerly contacts both before and after the Lapita florescence' (Allen 1984: 192 , emphasis added). We think the Achilles heel of this solution is figuring out what 'for the most part' means (White 1979: 374) . As the authors of one report on the Lapita Homeland Project have written: 'The Bismarck archipelago was not hermetically sealed from all outside influence at any period; however, neither was the course of its prehistory totally altered by immigrants from the outside. Future models will therefore have to balance external and local factors in a convincing manner' (Gosden et al. 1989: 577) . Note, nevertheless, that the axis of time in this alternative understanding of temporal geography in the Pacific is differently configured than time in the Asian origins model (TABLE 1) . While Lapita is still seen as a determinate episode in prehistory (a 'florescence'), exactly when any particular cultural element identified with Lapita appeared in the Bismarcks is indeterminate: it depends on which cultural element one is talking about. Time in this understanding of temporal geography is relafive rather than determinate. But as in the Asian origins model, geography remains determinate. There was a geographic divide (if nothing else, isolation by distance) between southeast Asia and Melanesia thousands of years ago, just as there is (perhaps] today. Eventually, however, some people broke out of Lapita's homeland (its own Garden of Eden) in the Bismarcks and brought back home the art of pottery-making from somewhere to the west.
A compromise solution? (an ' a la carte' model) Lately it has been suggested that the limitations of both the Asian origins and Melanesian homeland models can be overcome if they are combined into a more sophisticated, more balanced model of Lapita and Austronesian dispersals (e.g. Green 1994 : 35-6; Kirch 1997: 44-7) . As Kirch & Weisler (1994: 291) have summarized this possibility:
That some movement of people from island southeast Asia into the Bismarcks occurred in the mid second millennium BC, and that this was responsible for the emergence of the Lapita ceramic complex, seems firmly established; the linguistic picture of Oceanic is consistent with such a view. At the same time, it is clear that the Lapita complex incorporated indigenous Melanesian cultural developments and that nonAustronesian speaking (and genetically diverse) people were also involved in the 'Lapita phenomenon'. This compromise keeps Lapita as a determinate temporal episode and as with the Melanesian homeland model, we are still faced with the problem of figuring out how 'Melanesian' or 'Asian' Lapita was. According to Green, assessments of Lapita must now attempt to distinguish those new elements from southeast Asia that were intrusive from those that became an integral part of this complex through contacts with communities in Melanesia that were already in residence (Green 1994: 36) . In Green's words (1994: 351, the middle road between the Asian origins and Melanesian homeland models 'stipulates that each of the cultural elements in the Lapita cultural complex should be assessed as to whether it derives from those components already present. . . (integration), those which constitute new additions from outside that long-settled region (intrusions), and those which are first evident in Lapita itself [innovations) ' . As Bellwood (1993: 1581 and Spriggs (199313: 139-41) have observed, this is a hard job. Do we really have to sort elements of the Lapita cultural complex into three separate piles labelled Asian, Melanesian and new? Were southeast Asia and Melanesia separate and divergent enough back then to make the task worthwhile?
The 'voyaging corridor' (an historical model)
In an earlier issue of ANTIQUITY, John Terrell argued that Pacific Islanders should be thought of as a geographic set of local and island populations, more or less in touch with one another, that have followed separate but often connected historical pathways of local adaptation and culture change (Terrelll988; also 1986). A year later, again in ANTIQUITY, he also noted (Terrell 1989) that the modern government of Indonesia would insist that New Guinea is as much a part of Island Southeast Asia as it is part of Melanesia (see Swadling 1996) . Unfortunately archaeologists have only started to document the ties and interactions that may have pulled people living in this meeting ground between Asia and the Pacific into an interaction sphere (or a set of interlocking spheres) possibly from the very start of settlement in this part of the world [e.g. Tykot & Chia 1997).
The idea that human communities are linked together into interaction spheres is an Americanist concept (Caldwelll964). Geoff Irwin and Terrell found this concept useful in their field work in the Solomons in 1969 -70 (e.g. Terrell &Irwin 1972 . In 1974 Terrell introduced a simple graph-theoretic technique to model likely interaction spheres, a technique he called proximal point analysis (Terrell 1974) . Others have found this technique useful [Green 1979; Hunt 1987; Kirch 1990 Kirch : 1991 . We think, however, that Brian Egloff was possibly the first to see the full implications of the concept of interaction spheres for Pacific prehistory. In a 1975 report on his archaeological investigations in the Madang area of northeastern New Guinea and on Eloaue Island in the St Matthias group, Egloff asked rhetorically whether it might be appropriate to think of the peoples of Melanesia as 'members of a series of overlapping interaction spheres', the extent and importance of which had varied over time and space (Egloff 1975: 30) . If that had been the case, then 'cultural differentiation in island Melanesia should not be considered simply in terms of migration, settlement and subsequent isolation with limited interaction, but as resulting in part from a pattern of interaction which gave seaborne communities alternative strategies from which to select ' (1975: 31) .
Several years later Jean Kennedy, after weighing arguments for and against the origins of the Lapita style in southeast Asia, added a telling point. We know too little, she said, about Lapita's Melanesian context to resolve the question of Lapita's origins. It was her hunch that when we know more, we will see Melanesia 'as less a passive recipient of influences than an active participant in contact with a Southeast Asian world of islands, also poorly understood'. Like Egloff, she suspected prehistoric Melanesia had been 'a complex intercommunicating world' (Kennedy 1982: 27) .
Egloff and Kennedy were way ahead of the rest of us working in the Pacific. The case in favour of their way of thinking about ancient geography in the southwest Pacific is growing: 1 Irwin (1992: 36- (Kirch 1990; 1991) Lapita may have heralded the opposite trend (Kirch 1990: 128-30 ; but see Gosden . Since 1987 we have been documenting social, economic and political connections among people on the Sepik coast of northern New Guinea since the turn of the century (Welsch et al. 1992; Welsch 1996;  in press a; in press b; n.d.; Welsch & Terrell 1991; in press to a very large playing-field with many groups of players, many different languages and several different local environments, each with its own economic possibilities. The metaphor of a playing-field is apt, for people on the coast, as in most sporting events, share a n agreed-upon set of basic rules, expectations and organizing principles. Importantly, the complex infrastructure maintained by this traditional institution unites communities on the coast into a multi-ethnic configuration that might even be called a polity without (in pre-European times) an overarching political authority or governmental central placc. 4 This resilient institution is an empirical example of what the anthropologist Lesser (1961: 43) called a social field of 'structured friendships'. One remarkable fact about this infrastructure is that people in the communities linked with one another along the 700 km of coastline included in our study area between Jayapura in modern Irian Jaya and Madang in Papua New Guinea speak a total of 60 different languages belonging to 24 different language families. Another remarkable fact is that the material culture of these many communities is, nevertheless, strikingly similar from place to place. So much so, that we have cautioned, by analogy, that the discovery of similar artefact inventories at Lapita pottery sites does not necessarily have to mean the people living at those sites had belonged to a single linguistic population, ethnic group or 'people' (Terrell 198'3; Terrell& Welsch 1990; Welsch 1996; Welsch et a1 1992) . We think these several observations, taken together, suggest another way of looking at Lapita, a social field model (Terrell e f al. 1997) that we call the voyaging corridor model. Recall that the Melanesian homeland model makes time relative but geography is still more or less determinate (TABLE 1) . The voyaging corridor model lets both time and space be indeterminate: ASSUME THAT Temporal: When any particular cultural element associated with Lapita pottery first appeared in the Bismarck Archipelago is relative [it depends on which element one is talking about).
Geographic: The extent of a given individual's social field (i.e. their 'social horizons') depends on -is relative to -their situation, motivations and personal relationships, both those they inherit and those they foster during their lifetime. In more abstract terms, an individual's social horizons may also be said to be relative to variables such as populations density, settlement and community patterning, subsistence activities and range, ease of mobility and transport, etc.
THEN
Voyaging corridor: Seen as an interaction sphere, the spatial dimensions and components of the voyaging corridor between Asia and the Pacific have undoubtedly varied with time and evolving circumstances. Social fields: At the level of the individual, this interaction sphere has comprised an indefinite number of overlapping social fields, the horizons of which have also varied. Network patterning: As Irwin (1983; 1985) has shown for the Mailu and Massim areas elsewhere in Papua New Guinea, the centrality or marginality of communities within the voyaging corridor has undoubtedly also varied over time. Settlement location: Around 18,000-20,000 years ago during the Last Glacial Maximum, the Pacific Ocean fell as much as 130 m below its present height (Dickinson 1995) ; sea levels have only been within a metre or two of their modern position for the last 6000 or so years (Dickinson et 01. 1994; Gosden & Webb 1994) ; before then, the shore-line in many parts of the voyaging corridor was not located where it is today and coastal peoples were probably not living near present-day beach locations until the mid Holocene (which is one reason it has been hard to locate archaeological sites older than Lapita). Mobility: As communities became more fixed on the landscape after 6000 BP and people ranged less widely to gather, harvest, or mine needed resonrces, interactions among people at a distance from one another became more indirect (trade and communication became more 'down-theline': see Green 1987) . Subsistence: While it is sometimes said that the management of certain plants and animals (chiefly ones thought to be of Asian origin) permitted Lapita expansion beyond the Solomons after c. 3200 years ago (Allen & Gosden 1996; Bellwood 1989b: 23; Gosden 1992; Spriggs 1989) , it is likely that subsistence during Lapita times was normally based on a wide spectrum of food resources, both wild and carefully managed, rather than on a handful of (unidentified) domesticated species (Harris 1995; Yen 1995) .
Pottery: The addition of pottery to archaeological assemblages in the voyaging corridor sometime after c. 6000 BP greatly increased the visibility of some prehistoric sites on the landscape. Lapita expansion: For reasons that Irwin (1992) has examined but which are mostly unknown, people making pottery (sometimes) decorated in the Lapita style (Butler 1994; Spriggs 1990) Moreover, Green sees a major break in these systems, 'so that imports and exports only rarely made it either way across the long water gap between Vanuatu and New Caledonia on the one hand, and the Fijian group' on the other (Green 1996: 126; also Green 1995) . In other words, while people in the newly settled parts of the Pacific did not lose contact with people to the west of them, nobody thinks Lapita was an integrated kingdom, confederation, colonial empire or plantation system. Contrary to opinions sometimes voiced, Lapita was not a 'unity' (Spriggs 1993a: 187) ; not an 'extremely widespread system' (Kirch 1991: 158-60) or organized commercial network.
Processes of interaction:
There is no evidence suggesting that processes of social and economic interaction among communities during Lapita pottery times were necessarily different from those that had been developing in the voyaging corridor prior to Lapita's popularity. There is no evidence showing that individuals were travelling much greater distances except where water gaps between islands made longer-distance voyaging necessary. The common statement that Lapita exchange networks 'have no known ethnographic counterparts' (Kirch 1991: 160) is unproven -assuming that one knows what such a statement would mean -except in the selfevident sense that Lapita pottery had an unusually wide distribution in the Pacific, and in the trivial sense that nothing today is quite like the way things were 3000 years ago. The Pacific anthropological literature is full of ethnographic case-studies that archaeologists interested in Lapita find useful (Torrence & Summcrhayes 1997) . Change: There is some evidence to suggest that social fields and exchange networks in the Pacific in the last 1000-2000 years have become somewhat more localized and, in some instances, more centralized than they were during late Pleistocene or early-to-middle Holocene times (Irwin 1992; Kirch 1991; Spriggs 1993a) . There is no reason to think (except in those localities where specialized 'middleman' trade systems have developed in the recent past; see Kirch 1991) that processes of interaction between communities changed markedly with this retraction of social fields and trade networks. (Spriggs 1993: 192-3) . What they do not agree on is whether this suite of traits was unique to the earliest Lapita sites in the Bismarcks. Without knowing what life was like at 'non-Lapita' sites, it is anyone's guess whether these presumed 'Lapita traits' were new to Melanesia at that time and, equally important, if their joint appearance at archaeological sites truly defines a culturally distinctive 'Lapita complex'. At present, no one is even sure how many of these traits must co-occur for any given site to qualify that site as a Lapita site.' All these concerns 1 Lapita as a differentiable cultural complex is an unstable taxonomic unit which has not been (and evidently cannot be: see Green 1992; Kirch & Hunt 1988; Terrell 1996) defined on the basis of uniquely shared innovations or a 'definite nucleus ofassociated traits' [Sapir 1916: 30) , and which has never been described using rigorous multi-dimensional statistical clustering. For some, therefore, Lapita is merely 'an overarching cultural entity' standing for 'something more than a ceramic series, or even a cultural horizon, though it would probably not constitute a culture in the way that all-embracing term is frequently used (Green 1992: 12 Unfortunately the lack of comparable nonLapita sites dating to, say, 6000-3500 BP is not the only obstacle in the way of resolving the riddle of Lapita. The available site sample is not just imbalanced in favour of Lapita sites. Far too little is also known about several key geographic localities in the Pacific, such as Vanuatu, the Solomon Islands and northern New Guinea. The latter deficiency is especially critical, for as Golson has remarked on several occasions, the huge island of New Guinea and the Bismarck Archipelago together 'present a long northern coastline running west to Indonesia, open to receive and transmit cultural influences at all times during the sea-going era' (1982: 20; also Golson 1972a; 197213) . From New Guinea's geographic position, many have assumed that we would someday find the missing link between Lapita and Asia along this great island's northern shores (e.g. Green 1985: 220; Spriggs 1996b: 339) . In Kirch's words, 'the search for Lapita origins must move westward along the unexplored north coast of New Guinea and into the Halmahera, Sulawesi, and southern Philippines region' (Kirch 1988c: 336; also Kirch 1988b: 158; Kirch 1997: 55) . Before 1993 , the only Lapita potsherd found on the New Guinea mainland -and the only Lapita sherd found west of the Bismarckswas a 7-cm sherd recovered during the Secplain pottery assemblages from the southeast Solonions and Samoa, aceramic assemblages from Nissan Island between the Solomons and New Ireland, Island Southeast Asian Neolithic assemblages, and even the earliest ceramic sites in the Mariana islands in western Micronesia (Spriggs 1996b: 341-2). Green, however, has outlined reasons for restricting usage of the term so that integrative historical connections -'common origin, intermittent contact between otherwise unrelated cultural traditions, or through extensive trade and exchange, or some combination of these and other processes'-can be more readily discerned (1992: 12, 13-14) . [Swadling 1990: 76; pers. comm.) . We were on the Sepik coast between March 1993 and February 1994 studying how exchange relations integrate local communities into larger social fields. We obtained extensive information (through informant interviews and participant observation) on the raw materials, manufacture, use, cultural meaning and local socio-economic significance of this region's material culture. We went to over 80 villages in some 42 communities in Papua New Guinea and 11 villages in and around Jayapura. We collected contemporary material culture (some 2000 items) in nearly all of these communities, with important collections from about 30 communities.
Empirical considerations

New Guinea research
Soon after we had arrived on the coast in 1993, we realized that the ease with which we were able to move between the coast and offshore islands in our 6-metre outboard dinghy gave us an unparalleled chance to survey the area archaeologically as well as ethnographically. We discovered also that surface finds were numerous (potsherds, obsidian, chert, worked shell, etc.), varied and often distinctively unlike archaeological assemblages reported from elsewhere i n New Guinea. The results of our survey work can be briefly detailed. Our site roster includes 1 2 1 collection areas [and find spots). We recovered 10,644 potsherds, 1472 obsidian flakes (1.5 kg), 75 chert flakes, 23 pieces of worked shell, 10 whole or fragmentary stone or shell adzedaxes, and a smaller number of other materials (beads, modern glass and ceramics, metal, etc.). Most of these finds come from sites on Tendanye (Tarawai) and Walifu (Walis) off the coast near Wewak; Tumleo, Ali, Seleo and Angel off the coast at Aitape; and the mainland Serra district west of Sissano Lagoon [FIGURE 1). All of the finds were catalogued and studied by Terrell at our field headquarters on Ali Island. The ceramic assemblages were then sampled for later laboratory study in the United States. The obsidian finds were loaned by the National Museum of Papua New Guinea to the Field Museum for further study.
Pottery
We found only one Lapita potsherd (FIGURE 2) in the area we surveyed between Wewak and the Serra district, from a small surface collection we made at a locality called Tubungbale on the raised (c. 1-2 m) marine terrace at the back of the modern (beach) village area on the east side of Ali Island. While this sherd is too small to identify the design represented, the dentate-stamping is finely executed in the manner usually associated with early Lapita vessels (Terry L. Hunt pers. comm.). The fired clay body is 0.8 cm thick, reddish, fiiable, poorly compacted and has a fine calcareous temper.2 While Lapita pottery is notable for its rarity on the coast, other styles of prehistoric pottery are abundant in the local archaeological record. On the basis of our field and museum-based studies, we have constructed pottery sequences (see Spriggs 1996a: 43; 199613: 334) for the Wewak (i.e. Tendanye/Walifu), Aitape and Serra localities that help fill in research gaps between Paul Gorecki's results from the Vanimo area close to the Irian Jaya border (Gorecki 1992; Gorecki et al. 1991) and Pamela Swadling's pioneering work in the Sepik-Ramu basin (Swadling et al. 1991; Swadling & Hope 1992) . These new ceramic sequences are provisional and require further testing and excavation.
Swadling (Swadling et al. 1989 ; Swadling & Hope 1992: 36) and Gorecki (Gorecki 1992; Gorecki et al. 1991) have argued from their archaeological studies that pottery-making in northern New Guinea pre-dates the first appearance of Lapita pottery in the Bismarck Archipelago by some 2000 years. Unfortunately the radiocarbon dates for early pottery, obsidian, etc. at Swadling's Akari site are inconsistent. Although some of the dates suggest pottery appeared in the Sepik region about 5500-5600 years ago, one date (uncalibrated) on a composite charcoal sample of 3280f200 b.p. (ANU-7085) and another of 1630f120 b.p. (ANU-7081) have raised doubts about the antiquity of the associated pottery and other artefacts (Swadling et al. 1991: 106) . Spriggs (1996a; 1996b: 329) argues that the pottery finds at these sites are much younger than their reported ages: the 2 The design elements are (1) a narrow, 3-row linear-dentate band, a 'linear juxtaposed continuous triple' band in Siorat's (1990) terminology; (2) a parallel, single linear row of dentatestamped lunettes, (3) evidently a parallel, single row, linear-dentate band 'linear juxtaposed continuous single'; and (4) another parallel row of lunettes (the arch of the one well-preserved lunette curves in the same direction as those in the more intact row and its position suggests these rows in Siorat's terminology, were 'superimposed'). Except for the linear-dentate row between the lunettes, this configuration suggests that the design pattern may have been something like the top and bottom marginal zones of Siorat's illustration of 'linear oblique composite decoration ' (1990: plate 3), although the design elements on this Aitape specimen are smaller and have finer details. Weinstein, Neg. #A1 12899.) sherds recovered had worked their way down from higher stratigraphic levels.
In the late 1980s, Swadling and others from the National Museum in Port Moresby found potsherds on the hills around Aitape, as we did during our first reconnaissance work in the area in 1990 (Welsch & Terrell 1991) . These surface finds were usually quite fragmented and eroded. In 1 9 9 3 4 we discovered that most of the pottery types in surface collections made on the near-by islands do not occur in collections made on the Aitape hills. Instead, most of the sherds found at Aitape come from small, evidently round-bottomed, low-fired vessels having thin (c. 0.3-0-6 cm) body walls and fine, white temper inclusions (quartz and feldspar). While the sherds were often eroded, it was possible to tell that at least some of the pots were red-slipped; rims are simple and usually unnotched; the vessels are basins, bowls and everted-rim pots; surface decoration is rare and is limited to impression and surface scoring done with small-tool and pronged ['dentate') implements (FIGURE 3: 1-6 ). At first, we suspected that carved paddles might have been used in some instances (e.g. FIGURE 3: 5-6); closer study showed that the complex designs sometimes evidenced were achieved by multiplescoring rather than paddle-impression. Terrell has named this simple style of mostly undecorated (but sometimes burnished) 'red-slip' ceramics Sumalo Ware after a collecting locality on Sumalo Hill near the mouth of the Raihu River on the east side of Aitape. Radiocarbon determinations (FIGURE 4) suggest that Sumalo ware dates back to c. 1280 -1170 In summary, our survey work in 1993-4 led us to the inference that Lapita pottery is nearly absent on the Sepik coast of northern New Guinea and that other pottery traditions in this region may be as old or older than Lapita. We tentatively concluded that the ornate Lapita style found in the Bismarck Archipelago and farther to the east in the Pacific was only one of sev- calibrated date (AD ) era1 related, but not identical, early ceramic styles in Irwin's voyaging corridor between Asia and the Bismarck Archipelago. As Solheim [1964) , Golson (1972a: 577-82) , and others anticipated, these traditions may alike be members of a widely distributed technological style of ceramic industries in the western Pacific marked -roughly speaking -by the presence of plain and red-slipped globular pots (Bellwood 1985 (Bellwood : 2234 1992: 50-51; Bellwood & Koon 1989: 618,621; Butler 1994; Spriggs 1989: 605-9; 1993: 193 1991: 119) . They found little obsidian, however, in stratigraphic contexts during their excavations in June-July 1990 at three rock-shelters i n the Musu-Fichin locality 18 km west of Vanimo (Gorecki pers. comm.) . Sourcing of 45 obsidian samples collected in by Glenn Summerhayes at the laboratories of the Australian Nuclear Science and Technology Organization at Lucas Heights, Australia, used PIXE-PIGME analyses ( is probably an artefact of the small samples so far examined in that more exacting way. When the obsidian we collected in 1 9 9 3 4 is stratified by site and ceramic associations as well as by locality, there is also a suggestion that the availability of obsidian from West New Britain sources changed over time. Our current hypothesis is that at some point in the past, the Admiralty Islands became the dominant or only source available to people on the Sepik coast. If this suspicion is confirmed by excavation, this pattern will be similar to that reported by Kirch and others for the Mussau (St Matthias) Islands east of the Admiralty Islands where Lapita sites have obsidian from both sources in roughly equal proportions, whereas Admiralties obsidian dominates in later occupations (Kirch et al. 1991: 157) . Analysis of the obsidian by weight (TABLE  4) shows that the average size of a flake may decline both with time and with distance from the sources in the Bismarck Archipelago. The observed difference between the average size (weight) of obsidian flakes found at Kohom on the mainland and from seemingly more recent sites on Ali Island contrasts with the similarity of the Kobom specimens in this respect to those from Wewak area sites [which are closer to the Bismarck Archipelago) may show that people in the Aitape area were once more directly connected to the Bismarck Archipelago than they were later in prehistory (see Torrence 1986) . A decline in obsidian importing and utilization over time has also been reported for the Mussau Islands (Kirch et a]. 1991: 157-8) .
Chert
Research at Yombon in the interior of West New Britain has established that by 35,000 b.p. people had discovered and were using local sources of chert in Papua New Guinea (Pavlides & Gosden 1994: 606) . Most of the several thousand stone artefacts excavated by Gorecki and his colleagues in the Musu-Fichin locality west of Vanimo were made from fine-grained chert presumed to have been obtained from local limestone exposures (Gorecki etal. 1991: 120,121) . We found worked chert flakes at numerous locations on the coast and offshore islands in 1993-4. Our excavations in 1996 have now established that chert and obsidian were both worked at Sumalo Period sites in the Aitape area, with chert evidently more common than obsidian. Preliminary analysis of stone excavated in 1996 indicates that the chert may all be chalcedony derived from coral limestones and possibly tuff silicified by rhyolitic vulcanism (Peter Sheppard pers. comm.). If all of the chert was formed by this geological process and is, therefore, mineralogically (and in its fossil content) homogeneous, it will be difficult to determine specific source locations (see Sheppard 1996) .
Worked shell
Lapita sites frequently evidence a wide variety of artefacts made of shell, including fishhooks, scrapers, pendants and Cunus, Trochus, Tridacna and Spondylus rings, discs, beads, etc. (e.g. Kirch 1987; 1988a; Poulsen 1987) . Often the forms recovered are comparable to implements and ornaments from many parts of Oceania documented ethnographically in museum collections. Kirch (1988a) , Spriggs (1993) and others have suggested that such characteristic elements of Oceanic material culture were Lapita introductions, as distinctive and diagnostic of the Lapita cultural complex as Lapita style pottery. Others who contest this evaluation place the roots of such elements of material culture further back in time in Oceania than Lapita (Smith 1995) . In 1 9 9 3 4 we found a small number of edge-ground Tridacna shell adzes/ axes and arm-rings (both unifacially and bifacially cored). Such arm-rings are still being manufactured on Tandanye Island. In addition, we recovered a small ( 3 . 4~2 . 0~0 -1 cm), broken rec:tangular pendant (FIGURE 5) of indeterminate shell at Tubungbale on Ali Island where the Lapita sherd was found. As far as we can tell, such a pendant would not be out of place in a Lapita site assemblage, although we have found no exact equivalents in the literature. Our excavations in 1996, however, recovered little evidence of shell-working until late in prehistory. however, those who favour the Asian homeland model can point only to generic, not specific, ties between Lapita assemblages in Melanesia and early ceramic assemblages in eastern Indonesia (Bellwood 1997a: 234-6; Kirch 1997: 47-52; Spriggs 1996b) . Ironically, the best evidence for Lapita west of the Bismarck Archipelago adds up to only two potsherds from Aitape. We suspect these sherds came to the Aitape district the same way as the obsidian found at many locations along the Sepik coast -through trade or exchange -and from the same general direction, the Bismarck Archipelago. In a word, the argument that Lapita was a 'pre-packaged' cultural complex that was carried along New Guinea's northern coast-line from somewhere in Asia and introduced readymade into the Bismarcks (perhaps at Mussau?; see Kirch 1987: 177; Kirch et al. 1991: 159-60) is premature. The lack of substantiating evidence, however, does not mean the alternative Melanesian homeland model is necessarily the better solution to the riddle of Lapita. If these two models were the only likely ones, picking between them would have to be tabled for insufficient evidence in both cases. We are currently studying the archaeological finds we excavated at Aitape last year. As one result of our survey in 1993-4, we returned to Aitape in 1996 with the hypothesis that the Aitape ceramic sequence begins with Sumalo ware -a distinctive kind of pottery with technical and some stylistic affinities both with Lapita pottery in the Bismarck Archipelago and with early as well as not-so-early ceramics in the voyaging corridor west of Aitape: specifically, the Bird's Head region of western Irian Jaya and Gehe Island as well as the northern Moluccas (e.g. Uattamdi rock-shelter, Kayoa Island; Bellwood 1992; Irwin pers. comm.), the Talaud Islands (e.g. Leang Tuwo Mane'e shelter; Bellwood 1976; 1985: 227-8) and Timor (Glover 1986) . Comparable pottery has also been found in western Micronesia where it is as old as Lapita -even though it is clearly not Lapita Weinstein, Neg. #A1 12902.) pottery (Butler 1994) . Our stratigraphic excavations on Tumleo Island and at Aitape in 1996 confirmed our working hypothesis: potterymaking at Aitape begins with Sumalo.
Discussion
Our extensive survey work in 1993-4 made it difficult for us to see Lapita-style potterywith its complex vessel forms and ornate decorative motifs -as the precursor of plain, impressed and scored Sumalo ware. We also hypothesized, therefore, that Lapita pottery and Sumalo ware may have been contemporary local styles of prehistoric red-slipped pottery in Irwin's voyaging corridor between Asia and the Bismarck Archipelago. Radiocarbon dating has now established that Sumalo ware is younger than Lapita pottery and it is evidently contemporary with Metal Age sites in Indonesia (Swadling 1996: 272-4) . Our second hypothesis was wrong.
Pacific archaeologists, long suspecting that the 'red-slip' industries of western Melanesia are directly related to one another (Allen 1972; Bellwood 1978a: 282; Bulmer 1996; Craib 1983; Kirch 1995; Spriggs 1989b: 607) , have usually seen these industries as younger versions of Lapita ware on the assumption that all pottery in Oceania is 'Lapita-derived' (Bellwood 1978a: 255-6) . However, the similarities among Lapita ware (c. 3200 BP), Sumalo ware (c. 1280 -1170 and 'Early Period' (c. 2000-1000 BP) redslip ceramic assemblages on the southern coasts of New Guinea once again are generic, not specific (Bulmer 1996) . To paraphrase Irwin & Holdaway (1996: 225) , there are unexplained gaps in time, space and style. Viewed collectively as a 'family' of ceramics or as a technological style, they give credence to the idea that Irwin's voyaging corridor has been an interaction sphere for at least the last 4000 years. But the differences among these pottery industries are evident enough that it is anyone's guess how they may be historically related to one another. It is as difficult to relate these industries unequivocally to one another as it is to relate any of them to comparable industries in eastern Indonesia and western Micronesia.
A date of around 1150-1300 years ago for Sumalo pottery at Aitape is not inconsistent with the linguistic hypothesis that the presence of Austronesian (Oceanic-speaking) settlements in northern New Guinea (Ross 1988; 1991) attests to east-to-west movements of people at different times from somewhere in or near the Vitiaz Strait between New Guinea and the Bismarck Archipelago in the last 2000 years (Spriggs 199613: 339) . If this hypothesis were correct, however, we would have thought that Sumalo ware would look like ceramic industries of comparable age found archaeologically in the Vitiaz Strait and northeastern New Guinea areas. Based on what is presently known about these parts of New Guinea (Lilley 1986) , this is not the case. Sumalo ware far more closely resembles undecorated Lapita wares and the early red-slip industries of eastern Indonesia and southern New Guinea than anything thus far discovered in the Vitiaz Straits region. We are, however, sceptical of the additional claim (Ross 1988: 123; 1991) that the distribution of Austronesian languages along the Sepik coast shows the most probably chronological sequence of a succession of settlement moves; nor does our ethnographic information support the contention that before European contact, Austronesian-speaking communities on the Sepik coast were more regularly in contact with one another than with their non-Austronesian-speaking neighbours [Ross 1991: 448) .
Contemporary societies in New Guinea are famous in the ethnographic literature for engaging 'in an import and export of ritual and artistic culture that reaches intensities almost unparalleled in the nonindustrial world' [Roscoe 1989: 219) . Our predecessor, A.B. Lewis, observed first-hand the transmission of carving styles along the Sepik coast in 1909; our own ethnohistorical data show that pottery-making and other craft techniques have also been moving from village to village along the coast. In this light, the assertion that all pottery industries in Melanesia are Lapita-derived may be an historically empty statement. As the evidence stands, this claim is largely a non-explanation of the similarities and differences among these diverse pottery industries. We see a pattern in this diversity, nonetheless. Like Lapita itself, each of these red-slip industries seems to arrive in its respective locale fully formed and as if from nowhere in particular. In spite of their generic 'family' resemblances, the stylistic and chronological differences among the earliest redslip assemblages in different coastal parts of western Melanesia apparently indicate that the art of pottery-making was imported and exported in prehistoric times in differing ways. And it may be extremely difficult after the fact to reconstruct these varied historical pathways of transmission and change. Our own current working hypothesis is that Sumalo ware signals the arrival of pottery-making people who came from somewhere to the west of Aitape, not from the Vitiaz Strait. Soon afterwards, however, these settlers were drawn into increasing trade and communication with people to the east of them -as evidenced by the transfer of obsidian from the Bismarcks and the appearance of pottery styles (incised and appliqu6) at Aitape that have widespread parallels elsewhere in Melanesia.
We also distrust the statement that it was their 'agricultural economy' that gave Lapita people 'the necessary demographic muscle' [Spriggs 1989: 608; also Spriggs 1993a: 193-4) to invade Melanesia and press on to Polynesia. John Chappell [summarized in Chappell1993) , Swadling (Swadling 1990; Swadling & Hope 1992; Swadling et aI. 1989; 1991) and others have shown that around 5000-6000 years ago when the waters around New Guinea had risen after the Pleistocene to near their present level, the basin of the Sepik River as far upstream as Lake Chambri east of the modern government centre at Ambunti was a great inland sea. Since then, this mid-Holocene sea has silted up and the river has taken its place. While details are not yet certain, the Sepik coast was also different back then. At Aitape, the shoreline was somewhere near the foot of the present 80-100 m contours [FIGURE 1) well to the south of its current position. Over the last 6000 years, the coastline has advanced northward, a gradual process of progradation and infilling still in action in the changing modern lagoonal systems behind the beach at Malol, Sissano, Serra and elsewhere on the coast.
Six thousands years ago there were two different kinds of coral islands off the Aitape coast: high (up to 100 m above sea-level), steep, upraised reefs of Pliocene/Miocene age situated near the old shore-line; and flat, slightly elevated Recent coral platforms farther offshore [Haantjens et al. 1972) . The latter, still extant, are Tumleo, Ali and Seleo islands. The former, now captured by the advancing shore-line, comprise the steep hills around and west of Aitape. An extensive series of prograding beach ridges behind the strand east of Aitape abuts these hills -one of which is locally called Sumalo -and runs parallel to the coast. When they were first incorporated into the advancing shore-line, Sumalo Hill and the other upraised reef crests near by evidently formed the elevated headland of a peninsula. Such 'captured' headland peninsulas can still be seen on the coast near Wewak and Vanimo. Preliminary sub-surface coring in 1996 established that blue-grey clays thought to indicate former lagoonal swamps can be found at a depth of about 3 m at Aitape and at the base of the foothills inland. Woody material extracted from this stratigraphic layer has been dated by AMS assay to c. 6000-5750 years ago [Beta-105207, 5190f40 b.p.) . It is likely that bj7 then infilling on the western side of this headland peninsula had created an extensive lagoon, or series of lagoons, that has now been completely filled in -except for the remnant la- Dickinson et id. 1994) , the Sepik coast has changed markedly during the Holocene. Today the lagoons at Sissano and elsewhere are complex, highly productive habitats (fish, shellfish and extensive mangrove-and-sago swamps) that support the largest village communities on the coast. Although it is commonly said that the domestication of certain plants [notably, ones of Asian origin) fuelled a Neolithic expansion eastward from Asia around 3500-4000 years ago (Bellwood 1996; 1997a; Gosden 1995; Spriggs 1989: 607, 609), we now think there was a more elaborate 'engine of change' at work at that time. The newly formed Holocene lagoons along New Guinea's northern coastline (and elsewhere in the voyaging corridor?) may have become productive enough to support major population growth with or without closely managed ('domesticated') plant and animal resources [Bailey & Parkington 1988) . To draw an American analogy, perhaps it was not so much plant domestication (like corn in central America) that led to prehistoric culture change in Irwin's voyaging corridor after 6000 BP as a naturally increasing abundance of certain wild foods (like salmon runs in the rivers of western Canada & t h e United States).
Swadling and her colleagues (Swadling 1990; Swadling & Hope 1992) have discussed the challenges that people faced in the Sepik basin after 6000 BP as the inland sea grew smaller and living conditions deteriorated. We would stress instead that population growth along the Sepik coast consequent to the growth of lagoonal systems there may have expanded local social and economic horizons in all directions, especially eastward toward the Bismarck Archipelago and westward to island southeast Asia.
There is little solid evidence of significant human occupation on the southern coasts of New Guinea before c. 2000 BP and the first appearance there of Early Period red-slip pottery. In marked contrast, research by Gorecki has demonstrated humankind's presence on the Sepik coast before 35,000 b.p. (Gosden 1995: 810; Gorecki pers. comm.); and both Gorecki and Pamela Swadling have established that there was significant pre-ceramic occupation of the Sepik lowlands at least by 6000 years ago. Whatever will finally be said about their LAPTTA AND THE TEMPORAL GEOGRAPHY OF PREHISTORY 567 evidence for pottery in the Sepik region predating Lapita in the Bismarcks by c. 2000 years, our work at Aitape supports Gorecki's (1992: 28-30) suggestion that some kind of cultural or social 'fence' largely kept people living on New Guinea from mastering the art of potterymaking, or even importing Lapita pottery, until after the disappearance of the Lapita style as a particular art form in the Bismarck Archipelago. Giving Gorecki's hypothesis historical depth and meaning will be a challenging task. It once seemed obvious to many that Lapita had been kept out of New Guinea because migrant Lapita people were Neolithic voyagers who kept to themselves on small off-shore islands or on sandy beaches on some of the larger islands where they had ready access to the sea; in contrast, it was thought that the native peoples of New Guinea were living then as huntergatherers in scattered bands and evidently could not use, could not appreciate, or were perhaps even openly hostile to the idea of cooking in pots. However, while the evidence may be scarce and scattered, it now seems likely that people in the voyaging corridor and even in the highlands of New Guinea had started to shift from being foragers to managing their food resources as early as 9000 BP (Bayliss-Smith & Golson 1992;  Hope & Golson 1995; .
Nowadays, therefore, it is common to say that Southeast Asia and New Guinea were both 'early and independent centres of agricultural development' (Bellwood 1996: 293; also Spriggs 1989: 608; 1996b) . Early perhaps, but not independent. As Hather (1992: 70-711 wrote several years ago, 'the hypothesis that the subsistence structure of the Pacific is a relict of Southeast Asian origin, transferred to Melanesia and Polynesia prior to the widespread use of rice on the mainland, has recently been reassessed. . . . The part that New Guinea has played in the formation of subsistence strategies across the whole of the Pacific may therefore be of greater importance than has previously been realized' (Hather 1992: 70-71; also Kirch & Weisler 1994: 293-5) . This observation is an understatement (e.g. ): while few today would question the composite Asian-New Guinean roots of Pacific Island subsistence strategies, there is little about 'agriculture' in Oceania that is unambiguously Asian or Southeast Asian in origin other than pigs, dogs, chickens and Dioscorea yams.
We would add three further observations. First, it is anyone's guess how decisive a role managed plants and animals played in the lives of Pacific Islanders in the past -that is, how 'horticultural' or 'agriculturalist' they were. The diversity of subsistence strategies still practised in the Pacific today makes the characterization of what was or was not a managed subsistence economy in prehistoric Oceania especially problematic (Bourke 1990) . As Kirch & Weisler (1994: 293) note, 'indigenous Oceanic economies were -with rare exceptions -founded on a dual horticultural-marine exploitation subsistence base, although the range of variation in the mix of specific strategies seems virtually boundless'. We think an important lesson can be drawn from this seemingly boundless diversity. Ecologists and evolutionary biologists like to distinguish between 'facultative' and 'fixed' or 'obligate' characteristics, responses and adaptive behaviours (Williams 1966: 80-83) . The historically interesting question about prehistoric subsistence in Oceania is not how intensively people using Lapita pottery were 'Neolithic', but how often and how soon did their wild resources and those of their neighbours become exhausted (see Anderson 1996) . And, therefore, where in the Pacific and how soon were they obliged to 'act like horticulturalists'.
Second, the evident rapidity with which the art of making Lapita pottery travelled from the Bismarck Archipelago to western Polynesia and both Vanuatu and New Caledonia in southern Melanesia makes it difficult to see 'the Lapita expansion' as a necessitated response to population pressure arising from the domestic arts of plant cultivation and animal husbandry. While it is sometimes useful to reduce the dynamics of history to summary notions such as population pressure or carrying capacity, these are shorthand explanations, not sufficient ones. When such explanations are unpacked and looked at closely, one should expect to find, among other things, that human cognitive processes of goal-setting, planning, decisionmaking, collective action and the like must have been part of what happened even in instances when people were actually 'responding to population pressure.' And in the case of Lapita, as Geoff Irwin (1989; 1992: 41,61,210-13) has argued on numerous occasions, 'being Neolithic' may have had little to do with 'getting there' and probably played a mixed and variable role in 'being there'. Third, Matthew Spriggs & Christopher Chippindale (1989) once looked at Lapita's distinctive artistic expressiveness and widespread geographic distribution in the Pacific and asked rhetorically, 'What human and social phenomenon is encoded in that pattern of material culture?' Based on what has now been learned about the production and use of the oldest Lapita pots from the Bismarcks Archipelago and New Caledonia (Ambrose 1997; Kirch 1997: 142-50; Summerhayes 1996) , it is plausible that potterymaking in Melanesia was not just seen at the beginning as a technological breakthrough of utilitarian value (put simply, the idea that pots are great for cooking and handy to put things in). We suspect the art of pottery-making took so very long to reach mainland New Guinea because Lapita pots were culture elements in the material paraphernalia (Sapir 1916: 15-25) of some kind of cult, dance complex or social ritual (for a classic ethnographic example, see Bateson 1936) . If so, does the discovery of Sumalo pottery at Aitape -so Lapita-like in its technology, vessel shapes, rim forms and so on, but which dates to a time so long after the end of Lapita in the Bismarcks -signal the survival of this cult, complex or ritual? Or had the art of pottery-making by then escaped from these associations and become just useful technology? Or alternatively again -as we suspect may be more likely -did the art of Sumalo pottery-making come from somewhere in western New Guinea or eastern Indonesia where people had kept their pots plain and were using them not just for special occasions but as ordinary crockery?
Conclusions
We think the time has come to accept that Lapita pottery does not tell us a single or a simple story. Instead it has lots of stories to tell -depending on time and place. We think it also likely that Lapita was not a monolithic cultural complex; instead, Lapita as a cultural phenomenon was probably a composite (or mosaic) of Oceanic traits (undoubtedly only some thus far identified: only some expressed at all or most Lapita pottery sites). Importantly, each element in this trait mosaic has probably had its own history, its own spatial and temporal distribution (Sapir 1916: 28-9) . The histories of some of these traits probably did first come together in the Bisrnarcks. How they did so is unquestionably part of the whole story of Pacific prehistory. When we tell this story, we should not forget what Edward Sapir (1916: 4-5, 15, 18-19) taught: a 'culture complex' is not 'the whole of a culture'; associated cultural phenomena (the art, tools, songs, rites, legerdemain and prayers of funerary rituals or dance complexes, for example) can be learned, traded, stolen and in other ways shared as a culture complex by people who are in other respects quite different from each other. It may well be that people from one particular place in the Bismarck Archipelago were mainly responsible for expanding the eastward range of some (but probably not all) of the culture traits that we now think of as the Lapita cultural complex. It seems probable, however, that after those traits got to new places in remote Oceania, by whatever means, each again had its own historical trajectory, again depending on time and place. We also think the give-and-take of ideas and things in the voyaging corridor between the regions that are now labelled 'Island Southeast Asia' and 'Melanesia' continued after Lapita came together as such in the Bismarcks (e.g. Bellwood 1992; Bellwood & Koon 1989; Kirch 1995; Spriggs 1989: 607; 199613) . Finally, we suspect that human subsistence throughout the voyaging corridor during the mid Holocene (say 4500-2000 years ago) was probably based on a spectrum of food resources -wild and domesticated, Asian and Melanesian -and not on a handful of domesticated species of Asian origin. We doubt, in other words, that 'domestication' or 'agriculture' (or 'horticulture') explains what happened in the voyaging corridor c. 30004000 years ago.
In this light, we think the parameters of disagreement among the three Lapita models we have constructed are more rudimental than sometimes believed. These several ways of looking at Lapita history differ not only in where they say Lapita was created as a pottery style or cultural complex. They are also significantly different conceptions of the temporal geography of the past. As solutions to the riddle of Lapita, they rely on different conceptions of process, geographic scale, temporal duration, human agency, motivation and temporal patterning (TABLE 5) . By differing so, it might be argued that each of these (pre-)historical reconstructions is a different solution to a different riddle.
It should be apparent that, given these three models, we like the third. Oceania has long been thought of as a region of isolated societies related to one another more by descent from the same ancestral tradition than by continuing social, political and economic interaction. The apparent marginality of island societies has led many scholars to think that human biology, language and culture have co-evolved in this part of the world in such an orderly fashion that language can be used to circumscribe populations and reconstruct their ancient migrations and culture history. Cultural evolution in the Pacific has often been seen as a process of human dispersal and subsequent differentiation, or radiation, in isolation from a common source somewhere in Asia or the Americas. During the pioneering phase of anthropological field research in the Pacific after the Second World War, the simplifying assumption that people who live on islands live isolated lives played a useful role (Terrell et al. 1997) . But scholars are now working to improve the historical realism of their claims and reconstructions. This shift in orientation promises to unify the study of history and synchronic analysis in the Pacific as 'parts of one universe of discourse, of one order or level of the human social process' (Lesser 1961: 47) .
